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Abstract—Measuring network quality of a wireless network as experienced by end-users is quite difficult, as 

there isn’t a single tool available that can record measurements on all sides of the system. To fill this gap, 

there exists a need for better understanding the behavior of network performance issues as well as 

requirements for Quality of Service (QoS) from the users perspective on wireless networks, especially on sites 

that serve a large number of users, such as university campuses or conference venues. The approach 

presented in this research work is based on the end-user feedback, giving the opportunity of visualization of 

network performance in real time. We initially present an overview of the developed tool, which we call 

WiFiMon, and which has the ability to capture, record measurements and export statistics on the quality of 

Wi-Fi network as perceived by the end-users. In the case of WiFiMon, the measurements are initiated by the 

end-users - without their intervention – after they visit a web page or use mobile applications. WiFiMon aims 

to give a clear understanding of the Wi-Fi network conditions in which the end-users are connected by 

measuring specific parameters of the network through JavaScript technology, such as download/upload 

throughput and round trip time, and correlate these measurements with raw data from various log files to 

obtain additional information regarding the performance of specific Access Points of the network. The results 

reveal the functionality of the proposed tool and its scalability in sites that include a large number of wireless 

access points. 

Keywords: crowdsourced network performance; performance monitoring; performance verification; wireless 

network; mobile application;  

1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been a significant increase in the number of devices that users spend daily working, 

surfing on the internet, using for social networks or even using to play mobile applications, which normally need 

internet access. The last technology step of smart devices like smartphones and tablets are becoming an integral part 

of human life as effective and convenient communication tools.  



Therefore, it is imperative to know the requirements of end-users that are connected to a particular Wi-Fi 

network in order to satisfy their demands for seamless networking. The ability to measure and verify the quality of the 

Wireless Network (Wi-Fi) as experienced by end-users is quite difficult, since there isn’t a single tool that captures 

and performs network monitoring and verification from the user’s perspective [1]. From a statistical point of view, the 

large amount of measured data (by end-user activities) allow us to analyze the performance of a wireless network, 

even in crowded sites such as university campuses or conference venues. In these extreme cases, users usually face a 

number of issues with the performance of the wireless network. The WiFiMon tool, which is being implemented by 

GEANT1, comes as a solution to this problem and tries to fill in the gap of network performance as experienced by 

end-users. 

WiFiMon attempts to push the wireless network monitoring and verification cycle at a higher layer. The main 

focus is placed on improved measurement verification, user friendly GUI development, mobile device app 

deployment, and WiFiMon as a Service (service automation). It is a tool mainly targeted for wireless network 

administrators, since the ability to visualize the collected data and monitoring the network status in real time can lead 

to improved decision making and efficient access points installation.  

The process that WiFiMon utilizes can be described as a process of collecting, storing, analyzing, visualizing 

and consuming data, which aims to correlate the end-users measurements with the information regarding the Access 

Point (AP) from where the measurement was initiated. This process is not intended to replace the traditional 

measurements from hardware probes, which are installed at a fixed location. Instead, our intention is to supplement 

the hardware-probe measurements with “non-invasive” performance measurements captured by the end-users 

(through WiFiMon) so as to extract a hybrid solution that combines static (hardware-probe based) objective 

measurements with opportunistic measurements for end-users devices. 

The remainder of the manuscripts has the following structure: Section 2 presents the related work in the wireless 

network performance monitoring. In Section 3 we describe the architectural view of our approach, by presenting the 

building blocks of WiFiMon as well as their functionality for both the web based and the mobile-app concepts. We 

also explain the procedure that enables the correlation of the measurements with the information provided in various 

log files to obtain access point related information, such as Radius logs accounting. Section 4 presents the 

performance and scalability testing results. Finally, in Section 5 and 6 we conclude the manuscript and provide an 

overview of the planned future steps respectively. 

2 RELATED WORK 

In the scope of monitoring there are several projects and initiatives designed to allow the remote monitoring of 

Wi-Fi APs. Today most of these approaches have the objective to monitor and verify the performance using 

controllers or to monitor stand-alone base stations using ping or, in advanced cases, base station scripts. In a 

                                                             
1 The research leading to the results presented in this manuscript has received funding from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement No. 731122 (GN4-2) 

controller-based Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), base station status is generally observed by monitoring and 

processing Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) Trap messages. In addition to monitoring, controllers 

improve network quality through centralized channel partitioning and transmit power control. Traditionally, the 

service quality experienced by the user or the user’s terminal has received little attention, even though air interface 

scanning has been performed to a certain extent. Cisco Wireless Control System (WCS), was mainly developed for 

the control and monitoring of Cisco WLAN controllers, but also includes features for collecting and visualizing data 

from the air interface [2]. On the other hand, AirWave’s Wireless Management Suite includes several modules for 

WLAN monitoring and control. For the monitoring of the air interface AirWave has developed the VisualRF 

module, which can be utilized to check signal strength and channel partitioning [3]. Both Cisco WCS and AirWave 

are projects developed to perform network monitoring based on data from base stations and the fixed network 

without taking into account the end-user perspective.  

There are of course some products that focus on the end-user side. Motorola AirDefense Mobile, can be 

installed on laptops running Windows XP or 2000 with an Atheros based IEEE 802.11 a/b/g network card, such as 

Netgear (WAG511) or Cisco (CB21AG) allowing monitoring of traffic on the WLAN and focusing heavily on 

information security [4]. Wireshark, is an open source software for Windows and Linux computers for the analysis 

of network protocols [5]. Wireshark as a service allows the straightforward analysis of traffic on the computer in 

question, but is not so well suited to a comprehensive analysis of WLANs. Analysis of control and beacon frames 

requires use of the monitoring mode, which is not supported by all operating systems, adapters and drivers and 

mobile devices. These approaches however require an installation from the end-user, while the results of the 

performance are not communicated to the network administrators. 

There are of course some online tools/pages, such as Ookla Speedtest [6], where users can manually initiate 

measurements and get information about the performance of the WiFi network. Performance metrics usually include 

information about the download and upload throughput and Round Trip Time (RTT). These online tools however 

require the users to initiate the measurements, but most importantly they only inform the user that initiated the test 

for the measurement results and not the network administrator who is responsible for setting up the wireless network 

and optimizing its performance. In other words, these online tools are efficient for checking the quality of the WiFi 

network in users’ premises; however, for sites with a large number of APs a different, more efficient approach 

should be followed. 

WiFiMon differentiates from the solutions presented above since: (i) it allows for “non-invasive” performance 

measurements without users’ intervention, i.e. the tests are initiated automatically, (ii) its results present the 

performance wireless network as experienced by end-users, (iii) the performance results are associated the APs, i.e. 

through correlation of results with information retrieved from log files, and (iv) the correlated measurements are 

posted to the same database so that the network administrator has a complete overview of the wireless network, 

irrespectively of its size. 



3 WIFIMON ARCHITECTURE 

The main goal of WiFiMon is to provide a wireless performance and verification schema based on end-user 

behavior on eduroam enabled Wi-Fi campuses. This indicates that all mobile devices can be considered as raw data 

suppliers (crowd-sourced approach). The architecture, as depicted in Fig. 1, includes four building blocks, 

containing the data source block, the relational database, the analytics engine, the query and report generator and 

finally the visualization block. Each block supports the process of collecting, storing raw data, analyzing, consuming 

and visualizing of reference data respectively. 

The overall operation can be described as follows (see Fig. 1): 

- The data source block includes the performance data generated from websites with embedded JavaScript 

code, and additional raw data retrieved from log files such as server syslogs, Radius accounting logs and 

DHCP logs. These raw data are used for the correlation of the measurements with the AP-identifiers. 

- From the data source, raw date will be fed automatically into the Relational Database (RDB), which 

consists of a PostgreSQL database for storing the data [7], and an InfluxDB database, for time-series 

support [8]. 

- The Analytic Engine (AE) sorts the raw data, analyzes it, and provides visualizations using tools that offer 

the greatest insight on the wireless network performance. Currently, WiFiMon uses Grafana to create the 

measurement and monitoring dashboards [9]. 

- The Query and Report Generation (QaRG) allows a customized search and post them to Web UI. 

- The Web UI (Java based) gives real-time options for visualization in form of snapshots (aggregation of 

correlated data). Collected data for a specific time period, or from a specific AP are some of the options 

provided through the Web UI. 

 

Fig. 1. WiFiMon architecture 

3.1 Measurement Procedure 

In this section we describe the procedure that enables WiFiMon measurements (see Fig. 2). Initially, the end-

user has to connect to an eduroam enabled network [10]. Eduroam is the secure, world-wide roaming access service 

developed for the international research and education community. To start a new eduroam session, the user has to 

authenticate through IEEE802.1x (EAP/TTLs) with its Identity Provider (IdP) and get authorized to campus local 

policy from the Service Provider (SP), receiving a unique IP address by DHCP server. The authentication process 

creates new entries to DHCP and Radius accounting logs, and also new records are stored at the RDB.  

Once connected to the wireless network, the end-user is required to visit a WiFiMon-enabled web page or use 

WiFiMon-enabled mobile applications for Android or iOS platform, i.e. a web page or a mobile application that has 

the WiFiMon JavaScript Library embedded. The WiFiMon JavaScript Library automatically triggers performance 

tests, assuming that the user’s IP is included in the registered subnets (see paragraph 3.2). In detail, the library uses 

open source JavaScript-based tools, such as NetTest [11] or boomerang [12], in order to extract network-

performance information. Such information includes download and upload throughput and RTT as experienced by 

the end-user. Once the tests are completed, the performance results are transferred by JSON post to the RDB, where 

they are correlated with the DHCP and Radius accounting raw data2 (see Fig. 3). The correlated data-sets will be 

also fed into the InfluxDB to allow time series visualizations. Snapshots configured on the Grafana UI enable the 

visualization of the correlated data-sets [13]. 

 

Fig. 2. Architecture flow diagram 

                                                             
2 If Radius accounting logs is not available, WiFiMon can still record the measurements but the correlation with AP 
information is not fisible 



 

Fig. 3. Measurements and  Radius logs correlation 

 

 

Fig. 4. WiFiMon recent measurements 

 

The measurements from all users are stored centrally in the same RDB. The network administrator can access 

the WiFiMon Web-UI to visualize the results and get an overview of the wireless network overall performance. The 

Web-UI consists of a Spring Boot web application [14] that is using Hibernate for data query [15]. It includes the 

functionalities that are necessary to enable the measurements (i.e. add/remove registered subnets), project the 

correlated data and allow real-time visualization options, such as measurements for a specific time period, from a 

specific AP, from specific IPs or users as well as results for selected wireless technologies (e.g. IEEE 802.11b, etc.). 

The table with the recent measurements is also available through the Web-UI (Fig. 4). 

3.2 Measures to Avoid Unecessary/Repeated Measurements 

Assuming that the JavaScript code is embedded in the official website (or mobile application) of the University 

that has installed WiFiMon to check the performance of its wireless network, it is obvious that the performance tests 

should not be triggered by users that visit the website but are located outside the University campus. The results of 

these tests would be relative to their location (and wireless network performance) and therefore not useful for the 

WiFi network under study. In addition, NetTest and boomerang download fixed size images from a server and 

measure the time it took to download them in order to calculate the bandwidth and RTT. This means that these tests 

increase the total size of the hosting websites. Users browsing experience will not change since the scripts that 

initiate measurements will run only after the page has loaded, but it will have a negative impact especially if a user 

is uses a metered internet connection. Again, preventing tests from IPs outside the registered subnets is important.  

Equally important is to prevent repeated measurements for users inside the registered subnets in order to avoid 

network overloading. To this direction, once the measurement is initiated, we set a cookie that prevents re-initiation 

of the measurements for a specific time period (configurable by the network administrator). Based on the above, the 

pseudo code to initiate a measurement is presented in Fig. 5 

 

Fig. 5. Measurement process 



3.3 Mobile App 

Over the last years, end-users satisfy their communication needs through the use of smart phones. Moreover, 

most of the communication is not carried out using browser-based functions, but rather using mobile applications. 

Towards this direction, our goal was the creation of a WiFiMon mobile app that on the one hand would work as a 

standalone application (where the user could take measurements and see the results) and on the other hand it could 

be integrated in external mobile applications (such as University or conference apps). Fig. 6 shows an overview of 

the standalone WiFiMon app working on Android devices (available for download at [16]). 

  

Fig. 6. WiFiMon android app UI 

As we can see the WiFiMon disposes a friendly UI ready to be used from any user, giving the opportunity to 

test his Wi-Fi connection in one click. In the figure above we present the initial page of the smartphone application 

in which the user is being notified about the application and its purpose Fig. 6(a). In the next step Fig. 6(b), user can 

optionally set the parameters of the measurements, such as the WiFiMon server IP address (to post the results to), 

the location of the images for the performance test, and the cookieTimeInMinutes to prevent repeated 

measurements. If the user leaves the above fields empty the mobile application uses the default configurations to 

reach the server and generate the measurements. With the above parameters being set up, user can push Start button 

and then the measurement starts sending data to the server. When measurement has finished, a notification message 

appears as shown in Fig. 6(d). 

4 PERFORMANCE & TESTING RESULTS 

WiFiMon gives Wi-Fi network providers the opportunity to have a clear picture of the network performance 

behavior as experienced by the end-users. Its functionality and performance was tested in two pilot sites: at the 

Dublin City University (DCU) and at the TNC2015 conference which took place in Porto, Portugal. The results of 

the pilot operation at DCU are presented in this section.  

Apart from its functionality, WiFiMon was also tested in terms of scalability (when it receives a large amount 

of measurements) and in terms of Web UI performance as the measurements in the two databases (PostgreSQL and 

InfluxDB) increases. The second part of this section presents and analyzes the stress testing results. 

4.1 DCU Test Case 

The WiFi infrastructure at DCU consists of a pair of Motorola RFS7000 wireless controllers, with a range of 

Motorola-dependent APs. DCU uses FreeRADIUS [17] with an ISC DHCP server on Linux. DCU campus includes 

more than 800 wireless APs. The solution is implemented to use non-tunneled bridge mode, where client devices are 

placed on a local switch VLAN after authentication based on a Radius attribute, which distinguishes categories of 

users. The authentication to the WiFi network is through the eduroam configured service, for local users and 

visitors. An AP identifier is included in the Radius logs that enabled the associations of the mobile devices with the 

APs, allowing location based monitoring. 

The procedure for the DCU test case was as follows: On May 26 2017 from 08:30 until 14:00, a number of 

end-users initiated performance test from different locations while roaming across the campus. As they were 

roaming, the end-users made handovers to APs that supported different 802.11 technologies. The performance tests 

were initiated by visiting a WiFiMon-enabled website, which automatically triggered NetTest measurements, i.e. 

fixed size images were downloaded from /uploaded to a server in order to calculate the bandwidth and RTT. The 

server was located in Athens, Greece which means that the download/upload rates and RTT were relative to this 

server’s location. Once the measurements were completed, the results were automatically posted to the RDB and 

correlated with the Radius logs information (see Fig. 2), allowing the association of performance results with the 

individual APs. In the figures that follow, we can see the test case results and all the dashboards that are available 

through the WiFiMon UI. 

In Fig. 7 we can see the first dashboard that presents the time series of download and upload throughput, as 

measured by the end-users. The dashboards also provide general information, such as the minimum, maximum and 

average throughputs achieved. In detail, the maximum value of throughput in the case of download is 39.49Mbps, 

while the maximum upload throughput achieved is 19.50Mbps. The average throughput is 7.11Mbps for the 

download and 2.94Mbps for the upload; while the minimum values are 128kbps for both cases. From Fig. 7 it is 

clear that the download and upload rates show great variation. Yes, these variations may have occurred for example 

due to temporary problems in the network during the measurement process, or because of temporary poor WiFi 

connectivity of end-users (e.g. if they were located far from the serving AP). 



Apart from the download/upload rates, we can see that there are great variations in the RTT time series (Fig. 

8). The minimum RTT achieved is 32ms and the maximum 171ms; however, these values are reasonable since the 

RTT is measured from Dublin, Ireland to Athens, Greece. In addition, we can see that during the period 09:30 until 

10:30 there are many measurements with high RTT values. During this period, the download and upload 

throughputs achieved were low, indicating poor network performance or temporary network problems, or even 

connection of end-users to APs that support technologies with lower maximum speeds (e.g. 300Mbps IEEE 

802.11an, 130Mbps IEEE 802.11bgn).  

 

Fig. 7. Download and upload throughput 

 

Fig. 8. Round trip time 

 

Fig. 9. Download throughput per AP MAC 

 

Fig. 10. Download throughput per NAS port type 

The correlation of the measurement results with the Radius logs offers additional insights. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 

present the download throughput results per AP MAC address and technology respectively. From these figures we 

can see that WiFiMon provides important information to network administrators regarding the performance of 

individual APs. Maximum, minimum and average speeds for each AP are calculated and together with the 

information of each AP technology allows the network administrator to evaluate its performance. Specifically for 

the DCU case, from Fig. 10 we can see that download throughput results from APs that support 802.11an standard 

are higher compared to the ones initiated from APs that support 802.11bgn standard. 



In addition, the Web UI includes dashboards that evaluate the performance of individual users’ devices (MAC 

address), operating system (OS) and browser (Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 respectively). The information about the 

client’s device MAC address in included in the Radius logs while the OS and browser are extracted from the User-

Agent string in the HTTP header. Such dashboards are extremely useful in order to check whether possible poor 

results are due to AP’s or individual devices/OS/browser’s poor performance. The former shows that and improved 

and more efficient APs installation should take place; while the latter is something out of the administrator’s score. 

 

Fig. 11. Download throughput per Client MAC 

 

Fig. 12. Download throughput per OS 

 

Fig. 13. Download throughput per browser 

4.2 Stress Testing Results 

On the 13th and 14th of July 2017, we initiated a series of tests in order to (i) examine the scalability of the 

WiFiMon agent when it receives a large amount of measurements, and (ii) examine the performance of WiFiMon 

GUI as the measurements in the two databases used in WiFiMon increases. To this direction, we generated a real-

time stream of JSON data using the JSON Data Generator [18]. The specifications and the usage of the virtual 

machines (VMs) that we used for the stress testing can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1. Simulation Specification 

Virtual Machine Usage RAM CPU Hard Disk Operating System 

vm1 WiFiMon instance 2GB 1 9.8 GB HD debian-squeeze 

vm2 JSON Data Generator 2GB 1 9.8 GB HD Ubuntu (12.04) 

vm3 JSON Data Generator 2GB 1 9.8 GB HD Ubuntu-trusty (14.04) 

vm4 JSON Data Generator 2GB 1 9.8 GB HD debian-squeeze 

 

The JSON Data Generator in each VM was configured to perform a sequence of 10 measurements (about 1 per 

250 ms), then paused for about 1 sec before repeating a new sequence of measurements. These settings generated 

about 150-200 JSON requests/measurements per minute per VM. The measurements from all VMs were posted in 

the same WiFiMon instance (vm1), i.e. the specific WiFiMon instance was receiving about 450-600 measurements 

per minute. The measurements were also correlated with Radius logs so as to increase the complexity. Manual 

Radius logs were inserted to the PostgreSQL to this direction. 



  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 14. (a) Received measurements per minute and (b) Disk space increase (recorded every 30 minutes) 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 15. WiFiMon Web UI: Load time for (a) measurement and (b) Grafana pages (recorded every 30 minutes) 

The simulation lasted for 24 hours. Every 30 minutes, we captured the count of measurements and the used 

disk space of vm1 that hosted the WiFiMon instance and databases. Fig. 14(a) presents the number of average 

received measurements per minute and Fig. 14(b) the disk space increase in vm1 as recorded from our team every 

30 minutes. In addition, we measured the time required to load two pages of the WiFiMon Web UI, the 

measurement page and the Grafana page that includes the time series dashboards (Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b) 

respectively).  

Overall, we simulated more than 800000 correlated measurements during the 24 hours period. Even for this 

large (and dense) amount of measurements, the smooth and robust performance of WiFiMon was not affected as 

shown in the two figures above. In normal environments (such as university campuses that include a large number of 

APs), a realistic amount of measurements would be around 500 measurements per hour. Therefore, under normal 

conditions and according to the stress testing results, the WiFiMon tool can provide a robust and efficient solution to 

measure (and visualize) the quality of a wireless network as experienced by the end-users. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this manuscript we proposed and presented WiFiMon, a tool that may measure the quality of a wireless 

network as experienced by end-users. The tool mainly targets at network administrator in order to provide them a 

means to visualize and evaluate the performance of their wireless network and detect anomalies in real time. 

WiFiMon is based on end-users feedback, since the measurements are initiated automatically by the end-users 

(without their intervention) after they visit a WiFiMon-enabled web page or use a WiFiMon-enabled mobile 

application. To this direction we deployed and presented a standalone Android mobile application that enables and 

stores performance measurements. This mobile app concept may also be adapted as a “generic” library to external 

mobile applications. We also discussed additional measures that WiFiMon is using to avoid unnecessary network 

overload, such as limiting the performance measurements to defined IP subnets, and preventing the duplication of 

measurements with the aid of cookies. 

In order ascertain the feasibility of WiFiMon, we tested its operation at the Dublin City University, Ireland. 

The expertise gained from this test showed that it is feasible to measure and record performance data on an eduroam 

enabled campus and to correlate these measurements with log files in order to retrieve information regarding the 

performance of individual APs, users’ devices, browsers and operation systems. Finally, we conducted stress testing 

in order to examine how WiFiMon behaves under extreme circumstances. The results of the stress testing revealed a 

robust and uninterrupted operation even in cases where WiFiMon receives a large and dense amount of 

measurements. 

6 FUTURE WORK 

Having examined the feasibility and performance of WiFiMon, our future work targets are four additional 

directions: (i) privacy issues, (ii) updates to increase usability and visualization options, (iii) validation of JavaScript 

measurements with hardware probes measurements, and (iv) prediction of performance degradation. 

Privacy issues: Even though the results from the performance test (i.e. download/upload throughput and ping 

results) are reasonably considered as non-sensitive information, the fact that the performance test are correlated with 

log files that may contain sensitive data (such as Radius logs) should be handled with the utmost care. Everything 

should be in accordance with the campus policies and legal obligations. Our intention is to update WiFiMon to this 

direction and allow additional options such as showing/hiding or even storing/ignoring user-related data. 

Updates: The current version of WiFiMon utilizes influxDB and Grafana as a means to obtain time series for 

the visualization and monitoring of the wireless network. Our team aims to examine similar tools, such as the 

Elasticsearch and Kibana stack, that could serve as alternatives to influxDB and Grafana. Our intention is to select 

the most efficient tool in terms of usability and visualization possibilities that of each tool provides. 

Measurements validation: To calculate download and upload throughput and RTT as experienced by the end-

users, WiFiMon uses open source JavaScript-based tools such as NetTest and boomerang. Since the measurements 



may depend on the users’ position and device status, it is necessary to verify whether the measurements obtained 

through JavaScripts are accurate enough. To verify their accuracy, our goal is to set up a hybrid environment, 

consisting of WiFiMon and hardware probes in different rooms of a university campus or a conference venue. This 

way we could compare the static (hardware-probe based) objective measurements with the opportunistic 

measurements for end-users devices and examine whether they follow the same trends. 

Performance prediction: Prediction of performance behaviour (mainly of performance degradation) will be 

achieved through recording of long-term histories and making performance benchmarking. Existing work in 

performance predictions shall be evaluated, and a machine learning approach for mobile-client and APs behaviour 

will be deployed. The visualization of such predictions will further facilitate the decision-making process of the 

network administrators during network installation. 
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